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KEY MECHANICAL CAUSES OF

trucking accidents
Brake failure and defective tires are two
central culprits in mechanical failure leading to truck accidents. According to the
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Department of Transportation, nearly 30

Did your work injury

brake-related issues.

percent of large-truck crashes involve

lead to a MRSA
infection?

Brake failure may rest upon the manufac-

A bounce in their step

federal standards, you may have a claim
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When amusement
turns to pain
Texting while driving:
adults worse than

turer of the brakes. If brakes do not meet
against the manufacturer. Sometimes the
design is flawed; other times a defect
occurred during the manufacturing process.

Commercial trucking companies are required to

A federal brake recall is powerful evidence on

undertake pre-trip inspections of the brakes and

your side in any claim against the manufacturer

tires and document details in a report. Failure to

or owner (if they didn’t heed a recall).

do so may wind up in brake and tire failure; lack
of documentation will aid your case.

Sometimes, owner/operator of trucks unhook or
depower the front brakes on trucks to minimize

Improper tire pressure, lack of tread depth, and

the expense of brake and tire wear and replace-

tread and sidewall damage are all signs of tire

ment costs—an illegal modification that elevates

deterioration, which, if not tended to promptly,
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the risk of jackknifing. Instead, drivers rely on

may lead to a blowout and loss of control.

Driverless cars

slow them down.

teens?

may transform our
economy

downshifting and on the brakes of the trailer to
Truck accident cases often involve a complicated web of players and circumstances. If you’ve
If a truck’s load is not evenly distributed, brakes

been injured in an accident with a tractor-trailer,

might overheat and malfunction, endangering

contact an accident attorney to protect your

lives.

rights. ■
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DID YOUR WORK INJURY

a MRSA
infection?

LEAD TO

You hurt your

a bounce in
their step
Inflatable “bounce houses” (or “moon walks”) are
commonplace at church picnics, county fairs, indoor
playgrounds, and backyard birthday parties. They’re
fun and kids gravitate to them.

back in a work
accident and

But in the midst of the frivolity, there are concerns.

need surgery.

The number of kids visiting hospital ERs due to inju-

You go to the

ries sustained in bounce houses doubled between 2008

hospital to get

and 2010 – a dramatic jump. Every 46 minutes, a child

better – or so

is injured seriously enough in a bounce house to war-

you thought. For

rant a trip to the ER.

thousands of
Americans each year, a trip to the hospital actually results in a life-

Documented injuries are just the tip of the iceberg;

threatening condition called MRSA.

many other injuries occur that aren’t serious enough
for an ER visit. Collisions with other kids, getting

Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus Aureus (MRSA) is a staph

pushed, and kids falling on each other are sources of

infection that is spread by touching. Unlike other staph infections,

injuries that include sprains, fractures, concussions,

MRSA doesn’t get better with common antibiotics. Many people

and head injuries, with fractures accounting for over

get MRSA from hospitals or other healthcare settings. A doctor,

80 percent of cases involving observation or a hospital

nurse, or visitor can spread staph germs to a patient.

stay. Some kids fall while entering or exiting a bounce
house.

For healthy individuals, staff infections are usually harmless. The
people who are at a greater risk are those with weakened immune

There are no formal guidelines for safe use of bounce

systems. This includes workers who need surgery for on-the-job

houses like there are for trampolines, but the remedies

injuries. Once the staph germ enters your body, it can spread to the

are similar:

bones, joints, and key organs like the heart and lungs.
• Make sure bounce houses are properly anchored.
If you are hurt at work, you are entitled to workers’ comp benefits
that cover your medical bills, pay for lost wages, and monetarily

• Limit the use of bounce houses to kids 6 years of
age or older.

compensate you for your injuries. This is also true if your work

• Make sure adult supervision is on hand.

injury leads to a MRSA infection. The MRSA becomes a compen-

• Horseplay and flips should be off limits.

sable part of the claim, meaning you are entitled to benefits for it.

• Restrict the number of children in a bounce

However, that compensation won’t come without a fight.

house at one time, and make sure they’re of similar age and size.

Because staff germs can be found everywhere, your employer’s
insurance company may say that your MRSA infection is not

Bounce houses haven’t become more dangerous,

work-related. It’s a good idea to have an experienced workers’

they’ve just become more popular. Exercise proper

compensation lawyer on your side. ■

caution to keep your kids safe. ■
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With the summer months just around the corner,
millions of families already have planned their
vacations, and many undoubtedly will include a stop
at an amusement park or carnival.
Unfortunately, amusement park rides cause thousands
of injuries each year, ranging from cuts and bruises
to broken bones and severe head trauma. Children
account for roughly one half of amusement park ride
injuries, with kids ages 10–14 receiving the lion’s
share. Tragically, some people also lose their lives.
There are two types of rides: fixed-site rides
(permanent rides at a theme park) and mobile rides
(rides found at carnivals and county fairs). The
Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) has
no authority to regulate fixed-site rides, only mobile
rides—this is known as the “roller coaster loophole.”
State governments, insurance companies, and thirdparty inspectors oversee fixed-site rides.

• Mechanical failure. This may include a
manufacturing defect or a park’s failure to
properly maintain a ride.
• Improper operation of a ride. The ride
attendant may abruptly stop a ride or fail to latch
a seatbelt correctly.
• Passenger misuse or failure to follow
instructions. For example, don’t unlatch a
safety restraint, don’t stand up, don’t rock a car,
and so forth.
• Inherent nature of the ride. Some rides are
fast or whip or spin a lot – there are natural
consequences to that.
People who have been injured on amusement park
rides through no fault of their own may file a legal
claim to receive compensation for their injuries. Two
of the most common claims are for negligence and
product liability. Contact an experienced personal
injury attorney to make sure your rights are protected
if you or a loved one is ever injured on a ride. ■

According to the CPSC, there are four leading factors
that pave the way for ride injuries and fatalities:

April 1 – Easter Monday
April 15 – Income Taxes Due
April 22 – Earth Day
April 24 – Administrative Professionals Day

turns to pain

April 2013 Important Dates

WHEN AMUSEMENT

texting while driving:
ADULTS WORSE THAN TEENS?

You may think that teenagers are the biggest culprits of texting while driving. However, a new survey by AT&T revealed that adults
are actually worse.
According to the survey, almost half of adults admit to texting while driving, compared to 43 percent of teens. More than 98 percent
of adults admit they know it’s wrong but still do it. Not only are the numbers high, but they’ve gone up in the last three years.
When you realize that texting is not just a problem among teens, the statistics become scary; there are around 10 million teen drivers
on the road, but about 180 million adult drivers.
Texting and driving is so dangerous because it involves the eyes, hands, and mind. Every day, about nine people are killed and 1,060
injured in crashes involving distracted driving. The most devastating thing about texting and driving accidents is that they can be easily be prevented. Is sending a text worth risking another person’s life? No one would say yes, but the statistics show the opposite.
Another driver’s careless behavior may cause you to be seriously hurt in a car accident. If this happens, don’t hesitate to contact a car
accident lawyer for help. ■
www.MFRLawOffice.com
www.TopPractices.com | April 2013 | 3
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A new
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Google is leading the way in developing the driverless car and
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A significant appeal of going driverless is safety. Auto accidents

to name just a few. Taxi and bus drivers would be impacted as well.
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A significant appeal of going driverless is safety. Auto accidents

are responsible for over 30,000 fatalities and nearly a quarter million hospitalizations each year. Google believes the driverless car
caused by human error.
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